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Heteroglossia and the Construction of

Asian American Identities

Adrienne Lo

University of California, Los Angeles

Department ofApplied Linguistics and TESL

This article examines the interactive deployment of code-switching in a conversation be-

tween a Chinese American man, a Korean American man, and an African American man.

By drawing upon their heteroglossic repertoires of a vulgar register of Korean, English

inflected with African American Vernacular English, andformal English, the participants

index specific ethnic identitiesfor themselves andfor each other while collaboratively con-

structing the identity ofa girl. Yet because a single act oflanguage can have both ajfiliative

and disaffiliative ramifications and because participants ' ideologies about even individual

words can vary, the indexical meaning of the code-switching is not always shared. This

article thus argues that any analysis of code-switching must take into account the local

constitution of identities and ideologies as well as the multivocalic nature of language.

The study of ethnic identities as expressed through language has traditionally

focused on two main fronts: describing the linguistic features which characterize

distinctive ethnic dialects and determining the social and situational motivations

for code-switching. Much of this work on in-group and out-group talk has been

predicated on the notion of unitary, homogenous, and in some sense, linguistically

isolated ethnic speech communities (Pratt, 1987). Yet the density of modem urban

life, where individuals from different and overlapping speech communities come

increasingly into contact, problematizes this notion of a single, fixed ethnic iden-

tity. As individuals become socialized into different ethnic groups throughout their

lifespan, they participate in multiple, multilayered communities, creating a

heteroglossic repertoire of identities from which to draw on (Kroskrity, 1993). In

this context, ethnic identity is fluid and contingent; in Moerman's (1988) terms

"situated, motile, shaded, purposive, consequential, negotiated" (p. 90).

This portrait of ethnicity as a dynamic, subjective choice (Lyman & Douglass,

1973; Waters, 1990) is not, however, without its constraints. Situational ethnicity

is dialogically constituted in relation to ascriptions of identity from others while at

the same time mediated by cultural notions of race and biological determinism.

The invocation of ethnic identity in interaction cannot be unilateral, but is subject

to and contingent upon both ratification and resistance from others in the interac-

tion.

In this world of ethnic fluidity, language plays a special role. For when ethnicity

becomes, as Mary Waters (1990) writes "a subjective identity, invoked at will by

the individual," no vehicle other than language is as ideally suited for signaling the
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rapid shifts in ethnic identification. These shifts can be accomplished through

what Gumperz (1982) has termed "contextualization cues," features of phonol-

ogy, grammar, lexicon^ or language choice which index specific social meanings.

In this article, I investigate how these shifts in ethnic identity are constituted

through the interactional deployment of code-switching within the Asian Ameri-

can community. Based on a close analysis of a conversation between a Chinese

American man, a Korean American man, and an African American man, I explore

how the act of codeswitching into an interlocutor's language is situated within an

interactional matrix. Taking as my starting point the idea that language is a re-

source for doing particular social identities and that those identities are not fixed

or pre-given (Ochs, 1993), I demonstrate how the participants index specific eth-

nic identities for themselves and for each other while collaboratively constructing

the identity of a girl. At each step of the interaction, multiple ethnic identities are

invoked, and are subject to contestation by others.

In particular, I examine how the heteroglossia of language (Bakhtin, [1935]

1981) affects this constitution of identities. Through a complex practice of code-

switching between English inflected with African American Vernacular English, a

formal register of English, and a vulgar register of Korean, the participants index a

mutliplicity of stances and identities. Yet because any act of language can have

multiple interpretations, the meaning of a particular act of language is not always

self-evident. As Gumperz has shown, this ambiguity is particularly salient in in-

terethnic contact, where presuppositions of indexical meaning may not be shared.

By displaying how the participants themselves orient to different interpretations

of the 'same' act of language and indeed, of specific individual words, this paper

argues that any analysis of code-switching must be sensitive to the multivocalic

meanings of language.

PARTICIPANT ORGANIZATION

The conversation which forms the basis for this paper was videotaped in 1995

in Los Angeles in a community where interethnic communication is frequent. The

participants are Chaz, a 23 year-old Chinese American, Ken, a 23 year-old Korean

American, and Rob, a 25 year-old African American.

Table 1 : Relative Language Abilities

LANGUAGE
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Figure 1: The Conversation Participants

Both Chaz and Ken are multilingual in variety of Asian languages. Although

Chaz is Chinese American and was born in the US after his parents emigrated from

Taiwan, he was an active participant in second-generation Korean American cul-

ture at the time this conversation was filmed. He learned to speak Korean by inter-

acting with a peer group of second-generation Korean American men who social-

ized in the extensive network of Korean restaurants, bars, nightclubs, pool halls,

and karaoke clubs located in the ethnic enclave of Koreatown. Chaz then studied

Korean for a year in college and took an Asian American studies course on the

Korean American experience. He also studied Chinese for two years, and Japanese

for a quarter.

Ken self-identifies as a member of the 1 .5 generation—Koreans who enter the

US during puberty or adolescence. He was born in Korea and immigrated to Cali-

fornia with his family when he was sixteen. He usually speaks Korean with his

friends, including Chaz, and his grasp of rapid conversational English is at times

shaky. After graduating from high school, he lived with his aunt and uncle who are

ethnic Koreans but often speak Japanese at home because they were both educated

in Japan, worked there as missionaries, and have many Japanese speaking friends.

Ken then studied Japanese for two years in college and ranks his Japanese ability

as roughly equal to his English speaking ability.

Because the bulk of this segment involves interaction between Chaz and Ken,

I will not detail Rob's linguistic background. Chaz and Ken know each other as

casual acquaintances; Chaz and Rob are better friends, and Rob and Ken meet

only at the beginning of the conversation.
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INITIAL POSITIONINGS

The specific segment I will be analyzing in this article concerns a girl Chaz

finds attractive. At first she is described in overwhelmingly positive terms, which

leads Ken to ask whether she is Chinese. She is not, and her ethnicity is co-con-

structed as a trouble source.'

it would be coo-

I mean I guess bein married would be cool

but [findin that girl is

[ {{ Rob horizontal headshake))

(1.0)

(( Rob horizontal headshakes, turns to Ken))

((Ken vertical headshakes))

[(I get) ]

[{(Chaz two-handed point to Rob))

[ there's this one [girl

[({Chaz's gaze reaches Ken))

{{{hands come up))

[that's so f:TLY:::::::[ri'now[ohini[god.[she is

{{{moving in)) {{{head bounce)) {{{Ken & Rob mutual gaze))

[gh [hah hah hah hah hah hah

[hah hah hah hah

{{Chaz' palms hit table, pushes awayfrom table, hits head on table))

[damn I am [do:wn. (.)

{{{palms move up and down)) {{{palms hit table))

[she's:::: she's:::

{{{Chaz vertical headshakes, mouth curl, hands out palms down

marking beat, looks at Rob, then at camera, then at Ken))

(.2)

{{{Chaz' gaze down to table.))

she's [a:ll that

{{{Chaz hits table))

[what(.) she's Chinese?

no. {{looking down))

(.4)

that's the [only ((hands moving alternately up anddown above table))

{({ point to Ken ))

[that's the only one point of- of question.

{((raises gaze to Ken ))

(.2)

she's [not Chinese.

{{{Chaz eyebrow cock and simultaneous point to Ken ))

(.2)

(w.)

If she was I'd fight off [everyone.

{((Chaz ' left hand sweepsfrom left to right))

1
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41 I'd be like ((begin smile voice))

42 [((Chaz ' gaze reaches Rob))

43 [>ok, [you gotta boyfriend

44 [((point to Rob))}

45 I'll [come over en kill 'im<

46 [((Chaz' twofists bounce up))

47 Rob: huh hah hah damn that's doin the (freedom thing)

48 [((Chaz looking off to side))

49 Chaz: [nah that's the that's the o:nly [thing (that's the only thing)

At first, in lines 10-25, tlie girl is constructed as extraordinarily attractive,

through the affect, high pitch, and lengthening of the vowel on "f:TLY:::::::" (Une

13), the embodied performance of overwhelmedness on line 17, the AAVE-in-

flected evaluative terms "down" (line 18) and "all that" (line 25); and the pro-

jected inarticulateness of lines 20-25, "She's:::::: She's:::::: (.2) she's all that."

Ken then makes a candidate identification of her ethnicity at line 27, "what,

she's Chinese?," a guess made relevant by earlier talk: In the segment directly

preceding this one, Chaz explained that he wouldn't consider a job in show busi-

ness because he wanted to marry a "nice girl, nice family and all that." He says:

cause my dad's like the oldest son right, of- and his dad is like the oldest son so

like I'm his oinly son. So like for me it's like it's really important to get that

fa;mily thing going on.

Through these references to the importance of patrilineal succession, Chaz

thus indexes his identity as a Chinese eldest son, with a duty to carry on the family

line. Ken's utterance therefore seeks to take Chaz's perspective as to the most

desirable ethnicity, constructing both Chaz and the girl in question as Chinese:

Table 2: Ken: What (.) she's Chinese?

language of utterance
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friend, to win her. But she is not and her ethnicity is therefore constituted as a

trouble source.

Table 3: Ethnicity Emerges as a Trouble Source

KEN
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These cultural stereotypes of Vietnamese as "less civilized" were echoed in a

survey of Korean American attitudes towards intermarriage conducted by Gin Yong

Pang (1994) at Berkeley. She, too, found that when asked about their attitudes

towards intermarriage, second and 1.5 generation Korean Americans preferred

Japanese and Chinese Americans as marriage partners over whites, who were in

turn preferred over Vietnamese or Filipino Americans. The low social and eco-

nomic status of Vietnamese Americans was cited as one reason, while the East

Asian/Southeast Asian divide was also relevant, according to one 21 year-old 1.5

generation Korean American:

I think there is this world view. Certain groups are higher Let's say, according to

the Western view [of evaluating the status of Asian countries], the Japanese are

the highest because they are economically superior than other Asian countries.

They are much more modernized, technically advanced, not a backward nation

like the Southeast Asian countries. In a way, Koreans have a somewhat similar

view of seeing Southeast Asian countries as backward. But because Korea is

coming out of that, if we intermarry with these people [the Southeast Asians], we
would be going back and lowering our status (p. 115).

So when Ken identifies the girl as Vietnamese, it is clear that he is indexing

being Vietnamese as a problematic ethnicity. However, because Vietnamese are

not highly regarded in either Chinese or Korean culture, it is not clear whether he

is constructing them as problematic from his perspective, from Chaz's perspec-

tive, or from a joint East Asian perspective. In his earlier identification of the girl

as Chinese, for example, it was evident that he was taking Chaz's perspective on

the most highly valued ethnicity. In any case, his candidate identification of the

girl as Vietnamese invokes this stratified cultural hierarchy, indexing potential ethnic

identities for him and for Chaz.

The girl has now therefore been characterized in notably opposed ways, first

as extraordinarily positive, and then as highly negative. This tension between Chaz's

evident admiration for the girl and the inherent contradiction of her status comes

to the fore in the next utterance, when Chaz code-switches into Korean.

CODE-SWITCHING AND THE HETEROGLOSSIA OF THE CODE

In the next segment, Chaz vehemently denies the girl's positioning as Viet-

namese, code-switching into Korean. First, he embodies shock by recoiling and

frowning sharply at Ken's suggestion that he would have ever thought so posi-

tively about a Vietnamese girl. The term that he uses in Korean is a slur term for

Vietnamese, dangkong, which is highly localized to a particular subset of the sec-

ond-generation Korean American community in LA.
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expectations, but second generation types often fail to use the proper terms of

respect with him or to speak to him in a way befitting his status as an elder. In

Ken's linguistic ideology, then, Chaz's use of the term dangkong actually reifies

the linguistic and cultural divisions between himself and Chaz.

Here the heteroglossia of speakers' individual ideologies about words directly

impacts the achievement of intersubjectivity in conversation. As Bakhtin (1981)

observed,

Language is not a neutral medium that passes freely and easily into the private

property of the speaker's intentions; it is populated—overpopulated—with the

intentions of others. Expropriating it, forcing it to submit to one's own intentions

and accents, is a difficult and complicated process (p. 294).

While Chaz seems to be attempting to imprint his own intentions upon the

word^ as an affiliating term meant to index commonality wjth Ken, Ken doesn't

seem to hear this turn as affiliative; upon hearing dangkong anya, or "she's not a

peanut!," he recoils sharply, embodying the loaded negative affect of the term,

while exclaiming "hh(h)0(h)o:(h)o:(h)."

This lack of intersubjectivity concerning the word's indexical meaning be-

comes a key factor in constructing stances of alignment in the subsequent turns.

Code-switching and the indexing of multiple ethnic identities

When Chaz says "Dangkong anya! (She's not a peanut!)," he again invokes a

multiplicity of changing ethnic identities for all of the figures summarized in the

following table:

Table 4: Chaz: Dangkong anyal (She's not a peanut!)

language of utterance
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The use of a particularly vulgar form of Korean in this turn is heteroglossic

because the turn can be seen as both affiliative and disaffiliative. From one per-

spective, Chaz is clearly disagreeing with Ken. He is insulted that Ken would

presume that he would ever have been so enthusiastic about a Vietnamese girl.

Chaz reads Ken's candidate identification of the girl as an index for his own status

and performs his umbrage that Ken would consider him as lowly as a Vietnamese

person—first through his body behavior, marked as head recoil, frown, and flash-

ing eyes on line 5 1 , and also through the forceful affect he projects when he says

"dangkong anya! " Vietnamese women are therefore constructed here not only as

not worthy of dating, but as not even capable of being attractive.

While the immediate action this utterance may be performing is disagreeing

forcefully with Ken's identification, from another perspective, Chaz is indexing

solidarity with Ken. He does this first of all by using a language which only he and

Ken, of the three conversationalists, can understand, therefore selecting Ken as

sole addressee. Because the term dangkong as a referent for Vietnamese is highly

localized to the Korean American community of Los Angeles and comes from a

particularly vulgar and in-group register, the use of this marked form by Chaz

indexes joint insider membership for himself and for Ken in a speech community

where conventions regarding the social meaning of the word, and the denigration

it encodes, are shared. This word thereby both presupposes and creates affiliation

through a mutual stance towards Vietnamese.

In effect, Chaz recontextualizes Ken's statement in line 50, "what is she Viet-

namese," as a projection of Ken's own attitudes. The use of the term dangkong, a

slur term which refers to Vietnamese as small brown food items, explicitly en-

codes denigration, thereby lexicalizing the stance Chaz thought Ken was indexing

in line 50. As noted earlier, it was not clear whether Ken was producing this stance

as his own or as his understanding of Chaz's cultural values. When Chaz says

dangkong anya in Korean, however, he marks hatred of Vietnamese as a particu-

larly Korean stance, thereby repositioning Ken's earlier statement as a voicing of

his own cultural values. Chaz thus intensifies the alignment he thought Ken was

indexing, not just as a joint East Asian stance towards Vietnamese, but as a Korean

American one.

Chaz's use of Korean here is therefore double-edged. On the one hand, he is

displaying an orientation towards Ken by using his language, and he is indexing

solidarity with him through the mutual denigration of Vietnamese. On the other,

he is refracting a particularly unsavory part of Korean culture, and one which is

usually not readily disclosed to outsiders. The switch to Korean not only circum-

scribes Rob, the African-American, out of the conversation, it also marks this view

of Vietnamese as insider knowledge, a shared cultural attitude which is perhaps

not suitable for outsiders' ears. Furthermore, it contextualizes the Korean language

itself as the language of insults, ethnic tensions, and later on in the segment, vul-

garity (for summary see table).
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Table 5: Affiliative and DisafHliative Implications ofOne Korean Code-Switch

affiliative implications of this code-

switch to Korean
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Table 6: Chaz: Hanguk yucha (Korean girl)

language of utterance
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Figure 2: Ken's Reaction

Mfisly. ((grimace))

(2.0)

((Oiaz bites lip, looks lift))
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Table 7: Summary of Implications

Ken
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Double-voicing of another's words

The indexical struggle concerning the word dangkong and its ownership be-

comes explicit in the next turn. When Ken says "0(h)o(h)o(h) you don't like

dangkong then" in line 65, this has multiple implications.

65 Ken: 0(h)o(h)o(h) you don't like dangkong then

66 ((looking down at table))

Given the way in which Ken's own ethnicity has now been marked as trouble-

some, his reprisal of the construction of Vietnamese could be an attempt to escape

from further discussion of the troublesome Korean girl by focusing all of the

accrued negative affect onto its proper object, Vietnamese. His turn-initial laugh-

ter could seek to rekey the stance towards Vietnamese as a lighthearted joke. And
the reprisal of Chaz's term, dangkong, is a further index of affiliation with Chaz,

and also potentially, a sign of alignment with him through the joint denigration of

Vietnamese.

However, the word dangkong is the only Korean word in an utterance which

is otherwise in English. Not only does Ken's refuse to accomodate Chaz's code-

switch to Korean, he also stares at the table throughout the turn, avoiding Chaz's

smiling gaze. This maintaining of English does not validate Chaz' attempts to in-

dex Korean-American identity but rather, reconstitutes him as American. More-

over, his statement animates Chaz as a Vietnamese hater, situating this attitude as

a personal stance of his, not as a shared cultural norm.

As Bakhtin ( [1929] 1984) would put it, this is an example of "vari-direc-

tional double-voicing," where "the author ....speaks in someone else's discourse,

but... introduces into that discourse a semantic intention directly opposed to the

original one" (p. 193). In double-voicing speakers do this by

inserting a new semantic intention into a discourse which already has, and which

retains, an intention of its own. Such a discourse, in keeping with its task, must

be perceived as belonging to someone else. In one discourse, two semantic inten-

tions appear, two voices (p. 189).

While Ken does recycle Chaz's term dangkong, he signals his unease with the

term by attributing ownership of it and the intentionality of its negative affect to

Chaz, thereby using the word while not necessarily aligning with its stance. And as

the rest of the sequence plays out, Chaz continues to seek alignment with the de-

rogatory stance of dangkong, while Ken goes to ever increasing measures to dis-

tance himself from the term.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, I hope to have shown how heteroglossia directly impacts the

construction of ethnic identities. As the participants marshall their heteroglossic

resources, their rapid shifting between registers and languages indexes a multi-
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plicity of ethnic identities for themselves and for each other. Yet because lan-

guage always "lies on the borderline between oneself and the other" (Bakhtin,[ 1935]

1981, p. 293), speakers' individual ideologies about a word enter into play, and the

struggle over intersubjectivity becomes apparent. Thus functional analyses of code-

switching which seek to assign a unitary motivation to a particular instance of

code-swtiching ignore the locally situated ways in which one can use a term or a

language while simultaneously distancing oneself from the term or from the speakers

of that language. As any individual act of language can both attribute prior inten-

tions to another while presupposing and creating shared stance, any instance of

code-switching and concomitant invocations of alignment can be resisted and con-

tested by recipients. At each turn, the use of Korean in this short segment is em-

bedded within the particularities of the interaction; using an addressee's language

can actually disaffiliate, as when Chaz finally identifies the girl as Korean in Ko-

rean within the projection of the negatively identified dangkong. The multiple and

often contradictory stances and identities invoked by each turn of this conversa-

tion underscore the heteroglossic nature of language.

NOTES

' Editor's note: An explanation of the transcription conventions used here can be

found in the appendix to Roth & Olsher (this volume).
^ Emanuel Schegloff, Personal Communication.
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